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We consider generalized solutions of the equation Au = 0 where A denotes 
the Laplace differential operator for a real separable Hilbert space. Diffusion 
processes on abstract Wiener spaces have been used to define such solutions. 
We give a potential-theoretic characterization of these solutions. Also, differen- 
tiability properties are established. 
We consider generalized solutions of the equation du = 0 where d 
denotes the Laplace differential operator for a real separable Hilbert 
space. A potential theory was developed in [8] to solve the equation 
Au = fin the case that the function f is defined on an abstract Wiener 
space. Diffusion processes associated with the potential theory were 
used in [8] to define generalized solutions of Au = 0. We give a 
potential-theoretic characterization of such solutions and study their 
regularity properties. 
An abstract Wiener space [7] is a pair (H, B) where H is a real 
separable Hilbert space and H is suitably imbedded in a Banach 
space B. The notation in Remark 2.3 of [8] will be used throughout 
the paper; that is, the Wiener process with state space B is denoted by 
Fv)lt>o and the corresponding Brownian motion starting at x in B 
is {x + W(t)}tao . A result of Fernique [3] implies that any power 
of the norm of the random variable W(t) has finite expectation. By 
Remark 2.3 in [S], this condition implies that the Brownian motion 
has continuous sample paths. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 8 
in [8] that the Brownian motion is a diffusion process and that the 
diffusion is governed by extensions of the Laplace operator to H 
cosets in B. 
Let Q denote the space of continuous paths o : R+ --t B with 
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w(O) = 0. If E is a Bore1 subset of B, the$rst exit time of the Brownian 
motion starting at x from E is the measurable function 
defined by 
T,(W) = pi {t : x + W(t) # E). 
A subset F of B is open in the fine topology [2] if for each x in F there 
is a Bore1 set E, C F such that the first exit time T~ from E, satisfies 
Prob(T, > 0) = 1. 
1. EXAMPLES OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
If (H, B) is an abstract Wiener space, an open ball in B with radius 
r centered at x will be denoted by B,(x) and its boundary will be 
denoted by S,(X). It is known [8, Remark 3.31 that the first exit time 
T(T) of the Brownian motion starting at the origin from B,(O) is finite 
for almost every sample path and that in fact 
E[T(q = &?qT’l’] < co. 
DEFINITION 1. Let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener space. The 
Brownian motion process determines a central hitting measure rr on 
the Bore1 field of each sphere S,.(O) given by 
?T@) = P(W(T(~)) EE}. 
If f is a Bore1 measurable function on S,(x) such that the function 
f(x + *) is integrable relative to rr,. then the average (A,f)(x) off 
over S,(X) is the quantity 
s s,(o) f(x + Y) 4dY). 
DEFINITION 2. A real-valued function f whose domain is an open 
subset of an abstract Wiener space is harmonic if f is locally bounded, 
Bore1 measurable, finely continuous, and there exists p > 0 such 
that the identity 
f(x) = bw)(~) 
holds for r < p whenever the closure of B,(x) is contained in the 
domain off. 
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Remark 1. The generalized Laplacian at x of a Bore1 measurable 
function f defined on a space (H, B) is the quantity 
(~ofK4 = k1 l$j ~-2Gw(X) -f(x)>* 
where c = E[T(~)], if the limit exists [8, Definition 41. The operator 
A, is an extension of the characteristic operator for the Brownian 
motion process, and hence is an extension of the infinitesimal operator 
for the process [2]. Our condition for harmonicity of a function 
implies that the generalized Laplacian of the function vanishes. 
Examples 
(i) Let V be an open set in an abstract Wiener space and f be a 
real-valued bounded measurable function on aV. The stochastic 
solution of the Dirichlet problem for f is the function 
44 = E[f(x + Wd X,<ml, 
where ra: is the first exit time of the process started at x from V. 
The identity (A+)(X) = U(X) f or x and r such that the closure of 
B,(x) is contained in V follows from the strong Markov property 
of the process [8, Remark 3.41. The fine continuity of u is proved 
in theorem 4.9 in [2]. 
(ii) If f is a bounded Bore1 measurable function with bounded 
support on an abstract Wiener space then the potential off, 
44 = jrn j- f(y) z’t(x, 49 dt, 
0 B 
is a bounded function on B [8, Definition 51 and is harmonic on the 
complement of the support off. The harmonicity of u follows from 
the identity 
~(4 = E [ j;f(x + W)) d”] + E[+ + W,,))], 
which holds for any exit time TV from a bounded open set V [8, Remark 
3.61. If V is disjoint from the support off then Jzf (x + W(t)) dt = 0 
and hence u is a Dirichlet solution for the restriction of u to aV. 
Thus, by (i), the function u is harmonic on such a set. The potential 
of a function f will be denoted by Gf, and Gf will be referred to as 
a potential of ora!m zero. 
(iii) Let F : B + B * be a vector field which is continuous into 
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the weak* topology and has bounded support and bounded range. 
The function 
is defined to be the potential of F. This function is locally bounded, 
for the map y -+ (F(y), y - x) has bounded support, and it follows 
from Eq. (3) in [8] that 
t-1 
s WY), y - x> A(& dY) = 0 (t-‘9 
t +o. 
B 
Such a potential is an infinite dimensional analog of the potential 
for a distribution of order one on R”, n > 3. This relation is apparent 
if the transition probabilities for n-dimensional Brownian motion 
are expressed in terms of Lebesgue measure on R”. Let V denote 
the gradient operator for R n. If F is a vector field on Rn then the 
classical definition of its potential is 
[9, p. 661. If we put pl(x, y) = (2vrt)-“/2 exp[-(2t)-l / y - x 12] then 
the measures p,(x, y) dy are transition probabilities for a Brownian 
motion. Also, the identities 
and 
VP& Y) = -t-Y Y - 4 Pt(X, Y) 
I 
co 
P&G Y) dt = G I y - x 12+ o 
hold for all x and y. Hence an equivalent formula for TJ is 
44 = - j, j,* tWy) . ( Y - 4 A@> Y) dr dt. 
In view of this relationship we shall denote the potential of a vector 
field F on an abstract Wiener space by (G’, F)(x), and we shall refer 
to such a function as a potential of order one. 
The potential of a vector field on a space B is harmonic on the 
complement of the support of the field. A map F : B -+ B* satisfying 
the conditions stated above may be approximated by finitely-valued 
vector fields F, so that the function y -+ (F(y), y - x) is a pointwise 
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limit of uniformly bounded functions (F,(y), y - x) for x restricted 
to bounded sets. Moreover, it may be assumed that each approximating 
vector field F’ is of the form 
where the support of each fi is contained in the support of F and 
each kj is in B*. Then the potential of F’ is given by 
(G’, F’) (x) = C 1; j-, W-d Y) (4 9 Y - x> P&G dr) dt. 
By Proposition 9 and Lemma 2.1 in [8], the above expression is 
where (DGfJ(x) denotes the H derivative [8, p. 1411 of Gfj and kj is 
identified with its image in B under the injection B* + H* -+ H -+ B. 
Now each function x + ((DGf)(x), kj) is harmonic on the complement 
of the support of F, for if V is a bounded open set whose distance 
from the support of F is positive, then by an argument in example (ii), 
G( fj( * - ski)) is a Dirichlet solution for its restriction to i?V if s is 
sufficiently small. But, 
(VA. - W@) = (WAX + 4 
and since ((DGfi)(x), k,)(X) = [(a/as)(Gfi)(~ + Skj)]s,o is a pointwise 
limit of such functions, it is also a Dirichlet solution for its values 
on a V. Hence each potential (G’, F’) is a Dirichlet solution, and, 
since the potential (G’, F) is a pointwise limit, it is harmonic on V. 
2. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
The solutions of the n-dimensional Laplace equation have been 
characterized in terms of potentials similar to finite dimensional 
analogues of those considered in examples (ii) and (iii). A well-known 
theorem [9, Theorem VII] states that a harmonic function on a 
region in Rn is representable as a sum of harmonic single and double 
layer surface potentials. It will be shown that a similar representation 
theorem holds for harmonic functions on abstract Wiener spaces. 
Although it is feasible to develop a theory of surface potentials in 
abstract Wiener spaces (see [6]), such potentials will not be used here. 
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We give an alternate characterization of harmonic functions that 
seems to have been previously unknown in the finite dimensional 
case. 
The operator semigroup associated with the Brownian motion 
process on a space (H, B) will be used extensively, and we establish 
some notation. Let C(B) d enote the space of bounded uniformly 
continuous real-valued functions on B. If f is a bounded Bore1 
measurable function then p, f will denote the function given by 
(Pt.m) = /,f c Y>Pt(‘% dY)P t > 0. 
Iff is an element of C(B), thenpl f is an element of C(B) by proposition 
6 in [8], and the family of operators f -+p,f forms a strongly 
continuous contraction semigroup on the space C(B). By definition, 
the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup is the infinitesimal 
operator for the Brownian motion process. A bounded Bore1 
measurable function f will be said to belong to the domain of the 
quasi-infinitesimal operator GY [l, Section 81 for the Brownian motion 
process if there exists a function g such that the identity 
(&f)(x) -m = 1; ( PAX) ds 
holds for all x in B and t > 0. If the identity is satisfied we put 
af= g. 
If v is a finite Bore1 measure on a space B, then the convolution of v 
and a bounded Bore1 measurable function f will be denoted by vf. 
That is, for x in B, 
A real-valued function f on a Banach space B is quasi-dtflerentiable 
at x if there exists an elementf ‘(x) in B* with the following property: 
for each continuous path 01 : [0, l] + B with initial point x and 
differentiable at 0, the function f 0 (Y has a derivative at 0 equal to 
<fW OD. A q uasi-differentiable function f on B is of class Qi 
if f’ is bounded in the dual norm and the map (x, y) -+ (f’(x), y) is 
continuous on B x B. A function f on a space (H, B) will be said to 
have a bounded uniformly continuous Laplacian if f is twice H-differen- 
tiable on B (see [8, p. 1411 or [6, Definition 11) and the map 
x + (Wf)(x) is b ounded and uniformly continuous from B to the 
Banach space of trace class operators on H with the trace norm [4]. 
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The Laplacian of such a function f is denoted by Af and is defined by 
(4)(4 = W(W(x)l. 
PROPOSITION 1. If f is a bounded function of class Q’ on a space 
(H, B) and has a bounded unsformly continuous Laplacian, then f is in 
the domain of the injinitesimal operator A for the Brownian motion 
process and Af = 1/2Af. I n addition, the space of such functions is 
dense in C(B). 
Proof. Let f be a function on a space (H, B) with the properties 
stated above. Since f ’ is bounded in the dual norm, f satisfies a uniform 
Lipschitz condition on B. Hence, by Corollary 3.1 in [8], the function 
p,f is in the domain of A and A( pd) = 1/2Ap,f. Now since p,f is a 
convolution there holds 
Both f and Af are in C(B) and thus p,f and Ap,f converge in C(B) 
as t 4 0. Since the operator A is closed, Af is defined and Af = 1/2Af. 
Let f be an arbitrary bounded function satisfying a uniform 
Lipschitz condition on B. By Theorem 3 of [8], for each t > 0, 
the function p,f has a bounded uniformly continuous Laplacian 
and 4 PJ) = l/24( PJ). Al so, by the proof of the theorem in [5], 
p,f is of class Q1 on B. It is also shown in [5] that such functions are 
dense in the space C(B). 
PROPOSITION 2. If U is a neighborhood of the origin in an abstract 
Wiener space then there exists a family of subprobability measures 
hh>ll such that the support of each vf is contained in U and for any 
bounded Bore1 measurable function f the following statements hold: 
(i) The convolution v f f is in the domain of the quasi-infinitesimal 
operator 6Y for the Brownian motion process; 
(ii) If f has bounded support, then the potential G 1 Gl?v,f 1 is 
bounded on the space and v f f = -G(CYvtf ); and 
(iii) If f is fkely continuous on the set x + U then GTvtf is jinely 
continuous at x and f (x) = lim(vJ )(x) t 4 0. 
Proof. For any neighborhood of the origin in a space (H, B) there 
exists a function g on B of class Q’ and with a bounded uniformly 
continuous Laplacian such that g(0) = 1, 0 < g < 1 on B, and g 
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vanishes outside the neighborhood. We choose such a function and put 
v,(dy) = t-1 I t &z(Y) Pd4) ds- 0 
Then if f is a bounded measurable function on B, the convolution 
vrf is given by 
WC4 = t-l ,: j,-f (x + y) g( 9 NW ds. 
If f is assumed to be of class Q’ and have a bounded uniformly 
continuous Laplacian on B then vdf has these properties. By 
proposition 1, vJ is in the domain of the infinitesimal operator A, 
and Avff = +l(vtf). We shall derive a formula for Avlf under the 
above assumptions on f that is meaningful even when no smoothness 
are made on f. 
For x and h in B there holds 
(vtf)(x + 4 = t-l j: (P,WQ ds 
- t-l IS 1 Bf(~ + h + Y)Mh + Y) - gWlM39 ds, 
where uz( y) = f (x + y)g( y). Now since u, satisfies a uniform 
Lipschitz condition on B, by Theorem 3 in [8], p,u, has a Laplacian 
and 
Hence, by fixing x and computing dvrf (x) by differentiating under 
the integral sign in the above expression for vtf, one obtains the 
identity 
G%m) = t-Y( P&P) - %W 
* - t-1 
ss 
W’(X + rh g’(W + iif (x + ~&‘d(~)l ~d44 A. 
0 B 
Now the vector field F : B -+ B* defined by F(y) = f (x + y) g’( y) 
is bounded in B* norm and has a trace class H derivative. Such a 
vector field has a finite divergence [6, Definition 111, and since the 
support of F is bounded, it follows from Corollary 2.1 of [6] that for 
any s > 0, 
s CWWb41 - s-W(A~ y)I GM = 0. B 
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By computing Tr[(DF)( r)] directly one obtains the identity 
I <f’@ + 392 d(Y)) P8(dY) B 
= 
1 
Bf(X + YWY d(Y), r> - (4)w~P&39* 
The righthand expression may be substituted into the formula for 
Av,f above to obtain the identity 




f(x + YW( L?'bJ)> r> - WW)PsMY) ds. (1) 
o B 
Now since vtf is in the domain of the operator A, for any r > 0 and 
x in B there holds 
(PAW - (~04 = j: ( ~Jvtf)(~) da (2) 
We now show that (2) holds for an arbitrary bounded measurable 
function f where Avtf denotes the function given by (1). If (1) and 
(2) hold for each element of a sequence cf;t> of uniformly bounded 
pointwise convergent functions, then clearly the function Avff in (I), 
where f is the limit function, is the pointwise limit of the sequence 
{Avtfn). Hence, by dominated convergence, 
It was shown above that (1) and (2) hold if f is of class Q’ and has 
a bounded uniformly continuous Laplacian on B. Hence, by the 
above argument, every element of the smallest family of functions 
containing the above class and closed under pointwise convergent 
uniformly bounded sequences satisfies (1) and (2). By Proposition 1, 
this family contains a dense subspace of C(B) and hence by a standard 
argument it is the space of all bounded Bore1 measurable functions 
on B.. 
Since (2) is satisfied for any bounded Bore1 measurable function f, 
by definition, vff is in the domain of the quasi-infinitesimal operator 
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GZ, and olv,f is given by (1). N ow, the expression for vJ in the 
notation of the Brownian motion process is 
Hence, it is clear from the condition given for fine continuity in 
[2, Theorem 4.91 that if f is finely continuous at x then 
lim(v,f)(x) = f(x) t 4 0. 
Also, since bTvvtf is a convolution of f and a finite measure whose 
support is contained in the support of g, Ohif is finely continuous at 
x if f is finely continuous on the support of g translated by x. 
It follows from (1) that 6&J is dominated in absolute value by the 
function 
s t (1 + +“I P,I fI ds +Pt I f I+ If I. 0 
Then by an estimate in Remark 3.5 of [8], if f has bounded support, 
(G 1 GlvvJ I) is a bounded function and ( ppvJ )(x) ---t 0, r -+ CO, for 
each x. Thus, the expressions in (2) converge as Y + co and the 
resulting identity is 
(d)(x) = -(G&f)(x). 
DEFINITION 3. The generalized Laplacian of a measurable real- 
valued function f defined on an open set V in an abstract Wiener 
space is said to exist boundedly if there exists p > 0 such that the 
quantity 
W)(x) = @‘Y ~-2wT.f)(~) -f(x)> 
is uniformly bounded for all x in V and 0 < Y < p for which the 
closure of B,(x) is contained in V, and 
(~0.m) = ;z &f)(X) 
exists for each x in V. By Remark 1, d,f is the generalized Laplacian 
off. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let g : B -+ [0, l] be a function of class Q1 with a 
bounded uniformly continuous Laplacian and bounded support on an 
abstract Wiener space B. If f is a bounded measurable Jinely continuous 
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function on {x : g(x) > 0} such that the generalized Laplacian of f 
exists boundedly and A,f is Jinely continuous, then for any x satisfying 
g(x) = 1 there holds 
f(x) = Mfdg - g4fK4 + (G’, F)(x), F = -fg’. 
Proof. Let g be a function on an abstract Wiener space B with 
the properties stated above. The above identity will be established 
first for functions of the form f = Gh, where h satisfies a uniform 
Lipschitz condition on B and has bounded support. It follows from 
estimates made in Remark 3.5 of [8] that such a function f satisfies 
a uniform Lipschitz condition on B. Hence, by Theorem 3 of [8], 
the potential Gfg has a Laplacian at each point x in B and 
But also by Theorem 3, the Laplacian off is bounded on B, and 
since g has bounded support, there holds 
= (GM% + 2< g’, Df > + ~f))W 
Now the vector field F = -fg' h as a finite divergence and bounded 
support, and Corollary 2.1 of [6] may be applied as in the proof of 
Proposition 2. The resulting identity 
= J Bf(Ywl< d(Y), Y - x> - (4f)(Y)~PdX, dY) 
holds for any x in B and s > 0. Since g has bounded support, the 
above expressions are integrable over (0, co) and it follows that 
(G(< g’, Df))M = -(G’,FXx) - (Gfdg)(x). 
Hence, from the chain of equalities above we obtain the identity 
f@>gW = -F(fOg - df)(x) + <G’,FW. (3) 
Now (3) was derived under the assumption that f = Gh, h satisfying 
a Lipschitz condition. By Theorem 3 in [8], Af = -2h and thus the 
above equation may be written as 
f(x)&) = Wfdg + WW + <G’,F)M F = -fg’. (4) 
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Suppose that (4) holds for each function fn = Gh, determined by 
a sequence {h,} and assume that h, converges pointwise to h and 
that every functions 1 h, / is dominated by a function u for which Gu 
is bounded on B. Then by the dominated convergence theorem, (4) 
holds for the limit function f = Gh. Now it follows from consideration 
of the function h for which (4) is valid that (4) holds for every bounded 
measurable h such that G / h 1 is bounded on B. 
Let f be a finely continuous function defined in a neighborhood W 
of the support of g such that d,f exists boundedly on W and is finely 
continuous. Moreover, assume that the distance 6 from the support 
of g to the complement of W is positive. Let {vJ be a family of 
measures with supports contained in B,(O) and having the properties 
stated in Proposition 2. By Proposition 2, for t > 0, 
and Gb,f is finely continuous on the support of g. Now it follows 
from an argument in Remark 3.6 of [8] that if a function u is finely 
continuous at x and GU is bounded, then d,Gu(x) = -2u(x). Thus 
for each x in the support of g, (QJ)(x) = 2(bhJ ). On the other 
hand, since d,f exists boundedly on W and vJ is a convolution, 
(dovJ )(x) = (vglof )(x), and hence for x in the support of g, 
Since G / Q’v,f 1 is bounded, (4) holds for h = -Llvtf. The resulting 
identity is 
(vtf)(x> g(4 = idWgv,f - g4,fW) + (G’, F)M F = -hf> g’. 
Now since the functions f and A,f are bounded and finely continuous 
on the support of g, vff and v&f converge to f and A,f pointwise as 
t --f 0. Hence, each expression above converges as t -+ 0 and there 
holds 
f(4&4 = B(G(f4 - AfM4 + (G’,FW, F = -fg'. 
Now the above identity may be established for a function f such 
that A,f exists boundedly only on {X : g(x) > 0} by considering 
approximations to g whose supports are contained in the support of g. 
For E > 0 we choose a Ca function cy, defined on the unit interval 
such that 01,(s) = s if s > E, 01.(s) = 0 if s < c/2, and CX,‘, a: are 
bounded by 3. Since g satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition, the 
support of the function g, = cu,og is a positive distance from the 
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complement of the support of g. Hence, the above identity holds for 
g replaced by g, and any function f satisfying the conditions in the 
statement of the proposition. Now it is straightforward to verify 
that the identity converges to the desired one as E is allowed to 
approach zero. This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
THEOREM 1. A harmonic function on an abstract Wiener space is 
locally equal to a sum of harmonic potentials of orders zero and one. 
Proof. Let u be a harmonic function defined on an open set in an 
abstract Wiener space (H, B). For any point x0 in the domain of u, 
there exist bounded open neighborhoods V, V’ of x0 such that u is 
bounded on V and the distance from V’ to the complement of V is 
positive. Now by Proposition 1 we may choose a function g of class 
Q1 and with a bounded uniformly continuous Laplacian on B such 
that the support of g is contained in V and g(x) = 1 for all x in v’. 
Since the function u is harmonic, u is finely continuous on the support 
of g and the generalized Laplacian of u exists boundedly and is zero. 
Hence, by Proposition 3, for all x in V’ there holds 
u(x) = +,G(udg)(x) - (G’, ug’)(x). 
Since both g’ and dg are zero on V’, the above potentials are harmonic 
on V’. 
3. REGULARITY PROPERTIES OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
It is known [S, Theorem 21 that in any abstract Wiener space there 
exists a bounded harmonic function on the unit ball which does not 
have a Laplacian at the origin. Also, Proposition 4 below shows that 
harmonic functions do not in general satisfy smoothness conditions 
with respect to the Banach norm on an abstract Wiener space. On the 
other hand, we shall show that harmonic functions have significant 
regularity properties. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a discontinuous harmonic function on 
any abstract Wiener space. 
Proof. Let (H, B) b e an abstract Wiener space. By Corollary 2 of 
[7], there is a convex compact symmetric subset K of B such that 
Pl (lu rK:r>O =l. I) 
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Let h be an element of H such that the distance from the origin to the 
set K - h is positive. Then the function 
u = Gf, 
where f is the indicator function of K - h is harmonic at the origin 
[Example (ii)]. 
Now by definition, p,(K) = ~r(t-lI~K), and consequently the 
quantity 
is strictly positive. Since the measures p,(dy) and p&z, d’) are 
equivalent for each t [8, Proposition 11, it follows that 
G-0 = jm P,@, K) dt 
0 
is strictly positive. Now 
is a subspace of B and hence, for any t > 0, 
p,(L) = p,(t-l/ZL) = 1, 
i.e., each measure p, is concentrated on L. Since K is not a neighbor- 
hood of the origin there is an x in B which is not in K and hence 
is not in L. It follows that (K - rx) n L = 0 if r # 0 and thus 
p,(K - KY) = 0 for all t. But then 
U(YX) = jm &(h, K - rx) dt = 0 
0 
for all Y # 0 and hence u is not continuous at the origin. 
THEOREM 2. A harmonic function on an abstract Wiener space is 
infinitely H-dz$%rentiable. In addition, the second H-derivative of a 
harmonic function at each point of its domain is an operator of Hilbert- 
Schmidt type. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (H, B) be an abstract Wiener space. If F : B ---t B* 
is a bounded weak* measurable vector field with bounded support, then 
the potential of F is injnitely H-differentiable on the complement of the 
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support of F and the second H-derivative exists as a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator at each point. 
Proof. Let F be a vector field on a space B with the properties 
stated above. For t > 0, put 
v&9 = j, t-Y+ + Y), Y> Pt@Y)- 
By Proposition 9 of [8], a convolution pJ is infinitely H-differentiable 
where f is any bounded measurable function. Now vt( y) differs from 
such a convolution in a neighborhood of x by a function whose first 
order dependence on the increment y - x is linear. Consequently, it is 
straightforward to show that Dv, exists and by induction that Dnvt 
exists for each positive integer n. 
Now since (G’, F)(x) = JT vi(x) dt, the H-differentiability of 
(G’, F) will follow if the norm for each Banach space-valued function 
(D%J(x) is dominated uniformly in x by a function integrable relative 
to ds on (0, 00). Let S denote the support of the vector field F. Now 
the induction argument used to establish the existence of DAvt may 
also be used to show that the appropriate norm of the n-multilinear 
form (D”v,)( x is dominated by a multiple of t-“l”p,(x, S)1/2 if x is ) 
restricted to any bounded set. BY Eq. (17) in [81, P&G 8) = 
O(t-m12) t -+ 00 for any m > 0. Hence, each integral 
f m (D%,)(x) dt c 
converges uniformly in x for fixed E > 0. The integral also converges 
uniformly as E 4 0 in a neighborhood of x if F vanishes in a larger 
neighborhood, for if d(x, S) = 6 > 0, then in view of Eq. (3) in 8, 
P&G 8) <Pt{Y : IIY II t a> = PdY : IIY II b at-1’21. 
But since all powers of 11 y 11 are integrable with respect to p, , the 
function t-“l”p,(x S)l12 is bounded on (0 11. Hence, the function 
(G’, F) is infinitely differentiable on the complement of 5’. 
In particular, the second H-derivative of (G’, F) is given by the 
operator 
if x is not in 5’. To prove that the second H-derivative of (G’, F) is 
of Hilbert-Schmidt type it suffices to show that the Hilbert-Schmidt 
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norm of (D20,)(x) is integrable on (0, ~0). By straightforward 
computation, the operator D2v, is determined by the bilinear form 
on H x H given by 
where g%(y) = (F(x + y), y>, fh( y) = <F(y), h), and h, k are in H. 
By Proposition 9 in [8], the operator t-l(D2prg,)(0) is of Hilbert- 
Schmidt type and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is integrable on (0, co). 
Hence, it suffices to consider the operator A(t, X) defined by 
Let T : B -+ B* be a continuous linear operator with finite rank 
whose restriction to H (identifying Im T with a subspace of H under 
the injection B* --+ H* -+ H) is a symmetric operator. Utilizing the 
expansion of T in terms of its eigenvectors as an operator on H, one 
obtains 
TO& 41 = 2-l j, 0% + Y), TY) MY). 
Since F is bounded in BY: norm, F is bounded as a map into H*. 
Consequently, there exists C > 0 such that the inequality 
I TV4 411 G a-l $,-, I T, I P&‘Y) (6) 
is valid for any operator T. Also, from the expansion of T in terms 
of its eigenvectors one sees that 
s I TY I”P,(~Y) = t II Tll: B 
where 11 . II2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator on H. 
Hence, from (6) it follows that 
1 Tr[TA(t, x)]l < CN2pI(x, .S)l12 /I T [I2 .
Since the class of operators T defined above is dense in the compact 
operators on H [8, Definition 61, the map T + Tr[TA(t, x)] extends 
to a continuous linear functional on the space of symmetric Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators. But since this space is a Hilbert space in the 
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inner product (A, C) zz Tr[AC] [lo, Theorem 5.111, A(t, x) is of 
Hilbert-Schmidt type and 
t-1 /I A(& x)llz < Ct-3/2pt(X, sy2. 
By an argument above, this function is integrable on (0, co) if x is 
not in S. 
Proof of Theorem. By Theorem 1, any harmonic function on an 
abstract Wiener space is locally equal to a function of the form 
Gf + (G’, F) where F is a bounded weak* measurable vector field 
and both f and F vanish on the region in which the representation 
holds. By Lemma 2.1, the function (G’, F) has the desired regularity 
properties, and by Theorem 2 of [S], the function Gf is twice H- 
differentiable with a Hilbert-Schmidt second derivative. Moreover, 
it follows from a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 2.1 that 
a function Gf is infinitely H-differentiable on the complement of 
the support off. 
THEOREM 3. If a harmonic function u on an abstract Wiener space 
satisjies a uniform Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of a point x 
then the Laplacian of u exists at x and (Au)(x) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F : B -+ B* be a bounded vector jield with bounded 
support vanishing in a neighborhood of x in B. If the function 
y -+ (F(x + y), y) satisjes a uniform Lipschitz condition on B then the 
Laplacian of the potential (G’, F) exists at x and is equal to zero. 
Proof. If F is a vector field on B with the properties stated above, 
then by Lemma 2.1, (G’, F) is twice H-differentiable at x, and by the 
proof of Lemma 2.1, the second H-derivative is the operator 
s m t-‘W”pt ge)(O) - 4,x)> dt, 0 
where g,. y) = (F(x + y), y) and A(t, x) is given by (5). Now since 
it is assumed that g, satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition, by 
Theorem 3 of [8], the trace class norm of (Dzplgz)(0) is integrable on 
(0, co) and p,g, satisfies the heat equation 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we consider the quantity Tr[TA(t, x)] 
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where T is restricted as in Lemma 2.1. Since the operator A(t, X) is 
symmetric, only the symmetric part of T enters into Tr[TA(t, x)] 
and so for nonsymmetric operators T there holds 
Tr[T&, 41 = t-l 1, (F(x + Y), (T + T*)Y> p&Q). (7) 
Let S denote the support of F and C be a bound for the B* norm of F. 
From (7) we obtain the inequality 
Now in view of Eq. (36) in [8], it follows that the LP( 9,) norm of 
( T + T*) y 11 is dominated by the product of PI2 and the operator 
norm of T as an operator on H. Hence, from above we obtain the 
inequality 
I TrV4t, 4ll < C’t-194~, V/a II TIIH , 
and, consequently, the map T + Tr[ TA(t, x)] extends to a continuous 
linear functional on the space of compact operators on H. It is known 
[lo] that the space dual to the compact operators is the space of trace 
class operators under the pairing (A, C) = Tr[AC], and thus the 
trace class norm of t-lA(t, X) is finite and is an integrable function 
of t on (0, co). In addition, by considering a sequence of operators 
(TJ converging strongly to the identity operator on H one sees that 
WW, 4 = 2t-4 1, <Q + Y), Y> P&‘Y) 
= 2t-Y Pt &&0). 
Now since p,g, satisfies the heat equation, there holds 
‘WP2441 = 2 [t-l g ( Pt cd(O) - t”( &J(O)! 
and thus 
GW’,F))(x) = Irn TrlPW(41 dt 
0 
!LT s ; ; WY Ptg,)(O)) dt = -$6-Y P, g,)(O) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem. By Theorem 1, any harmonic function is 
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representable locally as the sum of harmonic potentials. In fact, by 
the proof of the theorem, the function f and vector field F in the 
representation 
u = Gf + (G’,F) 
may be chosen so that f = uAg, F = -ug’ where g is a suitably smooth 
function with a sufficiently small support. The above potentials have 
zero Laplacians at x not in the support off or F if both the function 
f and the map y -+ (F(x + y), r) satisfy uniform Lipschitz conditions 
([8, Theorem 31 and Lemma 3.1). Hence, to prove the theorem it 
suffices to show the existence of suitable functions g for which the 
maps y -+ ( g’( r), r) and y ---t (Ag)( y) satisfy Lipschitz conditions. 
Although any function having bounded second and third Frechet 
derivatives satisfies the above smoothness conditions, it is known [5] 
that such functions do not exist in many Banach spaces. However, 
we construct functions that are sufficiently smooth. 
Let 11 *11 denote the Banach norm on a space B, and let h : R +- R 
be a C2 function with bounded support. For r > 0 we define a function 
g, on B bY 
g, = j-~M(ll *II)> dt. 
Since the function h(j] . 11) sa IS t’ fi es a uniform Lipschitz condition, 
g, is of class Q’ by the theorem in [5]. Hence, 
<GYY)Y) = [&Y)],=, - 
Now in view of Eq. (3) in [8], we have 
g,(v) = /: s, h(ll sy + z II)& dt = ,: s, 411 sy + SW II)&,-, dt 
and thus 
g4-d = s2 j:‘-’ s, 4s II Y + w II)MW dt 
for s > 0. By differentiating under the integral sign we obtain the 
identity 
( g71( y), r> = 2g,(y) - WPAII - IIMr> + f$ll * II WI * IM Y) dt. 
This function clearly satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. Also, it 
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follows from the fact that p,(il - 11) is a solution of the heat equation 
that 
Hence, dg, satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Now the Banach norm may 
be approximated uniformly on bounded sets by functions of the form 
r-lgr . Therefore, if V is any neighborhood of the origin, then for a 
suitable choice of the functions g, and CII : R --+ R, the composition 
g = a(r-lg,.) vanishes outside V and is identically equal to one in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Moreover, if CII is chosen to be C2, then g 
has the desired smoothness properties. This completes the proof. 
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